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This study describes graduate and undergraduate students’ views on learning and teaching
physics. We conducted this research with thirteen junior-level graduate students and four
undergraduate students using web-based surveys and interviews. The results indicate that most
graduate students use themselves as ‘templates’ for good learning methods and implemented
them in their teaching practice expecting that the undergraduate students could do the same. On
the other hand, undergraduate students have difficulties in learning physics and they need
different teaching approaches from traditional methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many researchers have studied teachers’
views on science teaching/learning. Existing
results indicate that science continues to be
taught much the way it has always been1.
Several studies found that when prospective
teachers start their university education, they
bring ideas, conceptions, and attitudes about
science learning/teaching from their many
years’ experience at school2, 3, 4. These views
in many respects do not change significantly
during the university education program5.
The implication of this research is that
teachers and prospective teachers (as
university students) coming into classes
bring a well established set of views on how
students learn and what strategies may be
best applied in a teaching-learning process.
In addition, these views continue to affect
their learning and teaching.
However, there has been less research on
the way that students in higher education
conceive of learning and teaching physics.
Thus, as a preliminary study of this issue,
we investigated graduate and undergraduate
students’ views on learning and teaching
physics.
II. RESEARCH CONTEXT
At the Ohio State University, 13 graduate
students (3 females and 10 males) and 4

undergraduate students (3 females and 1
male) participated in this study voluntarily.
All graduate and two undergraduate students
majored in physics. Two undergraduate
students (1 female and 1 male) majored in
chemical
and
electrical
engineering
respectively and they took introductory
physics courses before this study.
In order to measure graduate and
undergraduate students’ views on learning
and teaching, the authors developed and
used web-based surveys and semi-structured
interviews.
The research focused on seven topic
areas: definition of learning, learning
approach/strategies/habits, factors that affect
learning, expected students’ learning,
teaching plan, expected teaching, and
learning motivation. Since individual views
are dynamic and depend on the particular
context, we used specific context to
investigate students’ views on learning and
teaching. For instance, after asking students
to propose their general definition of
learning “How would you know if you had
learned something in a physics course?”,
students were asked to give 3-5 examples of
the types of strategies/approaches/habits that
they often use in learning physics. We also
ask students to recall their experience as
undergraduate students taking physics
courses and discuss their approaches that

they used to learn different topics (e.g.,
introductory mechanics, E & M, etc.).
III. RESULTS
Based on the student data, we were able
to characterize these students’ views with
five categories shown in table 1. Graduate
students’ views on learning and teaching
were divided into three qualitatively
different types and undergraduate students’
views were divided into two types
respectively. These types were categorized
based on three criteria: motivation
(motivation in learning physics), learning
(definition
of
learning,
learning
approach/strategies/habits, and factors that
affect learning), and teaching (expected
teaching and teaching plans).
For example, a student in type G-I would
have high motivation to learn physics
(considering physics as the most interesting
and important subject, and main major). The
students will focus on using basic learning

approaches namely, reading textbooks,
taking notes, solving problems and
discussing with other students. He/she often
has his/her own ways of learning that are
less affected by a course format and does
extra learning activities: reading many
books that explain background history and
context of a topic. On teaching, this student
has not only a basic teaching plan
(encouraging students to read books, to
solve many problems, and to do
experiments), but also suggests extra
teaching activities based on historical and
student-centered perspectives.
The differences between types G-II and
the previous type are in the learning
approaches and teaching plan. Students in
this type just use basic learning approaches.
They think it is enough, since it works well
for them. Their teaching plan is to support
and encourage students to follow basic
learning approaches that they use. It seems
to be simple and close to traditional views.

Table 1. Graduate and undergraduate students’ views on learning and teaching
Types
Motivation
Learning
Teaching
G-I
High
Basic learning approaches + extra Basic teaching
motivation to
activities
plan + extra
learn physics
(learning by self)
activities
G-II
High
Just using
Basic teaching
motivation to
basic learning approaches
plan
learn physics
(learning by self)
G-III
High
Basic learning approaches
Basic teaching
motivation to
(with conflicts between
plan + extra
learn physics
understanding and passing the
activities
course)
U-I
Moderate
Following course format + some
Basic teaching
motivation to
extra activities
plan + extra
learn physics
(with difficulties)
activities
U-II

Low
motivation to
learn physics

Following course format/ just
doing home work
(with difficulties)

* G: Graduate, ** U: Undergraduate

Basic teaching
plan

Student ID
3

2, 4, 5, 6,
7, 10, 11,
12, 13
1, 8, 9

A, B

C, D

Students in type G-III have experienced
difficulties in learning, even though they
have high motivation to learn physics. They
often struggle to solve the conflict between
understanding physics concepts and passing
the exam. They also propose not only basic
teaching plan but also extra teaching
activities based on their experiences with
certain methods that would help them.
Students in type U-I also have
difficulties in learning physics. They have
moderate motivation (they like physics and
enjoy studying it). They often struggle to
solve the conflict between understanding
physics concepts and passing the exam.
They often do some extra learning activity
(reading books except for a textbook)
following with a course format. They
propose not only a basic teaching plan but
also extra teaching activities based on their
experiences of learning.
The differences between type U-II and
type U-I are in learning motivation, learning
approaches and teaching plan. Since the
main motivation of the students with U-II is
to pass the physics courses that were
required, their learning is seen to just do
homework without understanding physics
concepts well. They do not have specific
ideas on teaching physics and will simply
follow basic teaching approaches.
In the following, we show one example
with the actual questions and responses of a
graduate student identified as type G-II.
Motivation
Q: Please describe your reason to take
physics as the field for your graduate study
and your interest areas in physics.
S: “I consider physics as a most interesting and
important natural science…Development of the
humanity depends on it. I'm not refusing that it
depends also on other things but physics is very
global science, from elementary particles to
giant galaxies. It includes everything nature
deals with. My majority interested areas are
experimental high energy and particle physics.”

Learning
Q: Please give 3-5 examples of the types of
learning strategies/approaches/habits that
you often use in learning physics.
S: “Reading the theory in details, solving
problems, discussions with colleagues, and
relating the subject to everyday problem.”

Q: If you used different approaches in
learning physics and other topics, what are
the significant factors that made you use
different approaches in learning. You may
think about issues like the nature of physics
knowledge, course format, teacher’s
teaching methods, etc.
S: “The essential part in learning physics is
solving problems. While in other areas, solving
problems is not the most important part (if it
exists at all). To improve knowledge in physics
people solve problems, to improve their
language skills people try to speak that language
a lot, to improve knowledge in psychology
people analyze others...”

Q: What are the learning approaches that
undergraduate students need to develop and
emphasize in order to learn physics better?
S: “1. Deep knowledge of basic theory is
essential. This comes by reading books. 2.
Application of this knowledge by solving
problems, which is very important in developing
and improving solving skills. 3. Laboratories,
which will provide students at least some
experience. 4. Discussions with other students as
well as tutors and teachers. That's a way to learn
something new, and to improve knowledge you
already have. These are the most important
learning strategies…‘Thinking for themselves’
would be probably the most important issue.

Teaching
Q: Suppose you are a teacher with complete
freedom of structuring your instruction in
the context of a mid-sized class (~50
students) on intro-mechanics in a large
university, which is very supportive to

education. Propose a teaching plan for the
structure of the instruction for this course.
S: “Regular lectures and recitations. I would
also add some sort of seminars, where students
would be assigned to solve a problem or to give
some talk on a particular topic. And I would try
to include all my students in that. That way they
would be more prepared and interested
(hopefully). Besides I'd have a chance to
evaluate every student myself on a basis of his or
her presentation. Questions of the audience
(fellow students) would be highly encouraged. In
other words, I'd try to create an atmosphere,
where students work for themselves, and I just
instruct and help them in that. That fact that they
should make a presentation in front of the whole
class should make them feel responsible and
learn better. And of course, regular labs.”

Q: As an instructor, what approaches in
teaching and learning would you implement
and/or emphasize to help students
understand physics better?
S: “Encouraging students to think for themselves
and come up with answers is very helpful I think.
Discussions with the class. Encouraging making
projects and presentations. Performance of labs.
Solving as much problems as possible. Do
quizzes quite often (though, they will hate me for
that, but it will force them to prepare much more
profound every time).”

IV. CONCLUSION
The most frequent type of graduate
students’ views on learning and teaching
was G-II. Students in this type use their own
experiences as ‘templates’ for good learning
methods and implemented them in their
teaching
practice
expecting
that
undergraduate students could do the same.
Although the graduate students are
successful with their learning methods, they
often overlook the difficulties and needs of
the general population of undergraduate
students. As we can see in the results of this
study, all of the undergraduate students we
interviewed (we only have a small sample)

have difficulties in learning physics and
need different teaching approaches that
address their difficulties.
In conclusion, we found that there is a
mismatch between graduate students’ major
views and undergraduate students’ views on
learning and teaching physics. Since
graduate students are an important force in
teaching introductory physics courses in
universities, we have to carefully consider
their views on learning and teaching and any
possible impact on the ways they use to
teach undergraduate students.
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